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Information on Lexis® Malaysia

- Lexis® Malaysia provides online access to cases and articles; codes and statutes; court documents; business news; legal news; regional news; expert commentaries on the law; and so much more.

- For Malaysian legal research, the new improved database comes with a customized front page to enable easy and direct access to Malaysian cases, articles and commentaries.

- As search for international cases and articles is a little bit “hidden”, this guide is created to ease search for those resources. The process of finding international cases and articles is similar.
Access the **Library Research Gateway** (http://lib.iium.edu.my)

In 1983, when the Library flapped open its door to users, it was a modest floor area with a very small seating capacity. Thriving on simplicity, the working area for the few staff was located in the basement level of the three level mini library.

In 1986, it moved to its own four (4) storey building where it began to steadily develop its collection and expand its services and facilities. February 1997 witnessed the final
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Digital Library Services

Digital library is an online service providing access to digital version of selected IIUM Library rich collections. Our digital collection which consists of academic journals, unpublished thesis, past year examination papers, videos and manuscript covers multidisciplinary subjects range from Islam, law, social science and technology. Registered member is privileged to access outside campus area irrespective of location, time or distance. While within any IIUM Library premises, member can access some of the collections in full text.

List of Digital Collections
Digital Library Membership Privileges
Summary of Access
All faculty members and students who have registered as a member of IIUM Library may request for books and photocopies of materials from other libraries on interlibrary loan. However, this service is not extended to External Members.
To look for cases, click Cases. To look for articles, click Journals.
Click International Cases
Choose the Jurisdiction to search within.
Click at the drop down menu or click More Sources.
Filter by Country/Jurisdiction
Click on the Country needed, i.e. United Kingdom
Choosing Reports
To search in ALL the reports in United Kingdom, click on the BOX next to the word Cases.
To search in individual report, click on the word CASES. Finally, click OK-Continue.
What are the titles of all the Reports?
Click on the “i” icon to find out what are the reports within the jurisdiction/country.
Search by Fields
Search in whichever fields needed (highlighted below). Example of searching by Search Terms.
Result List
Click on Source Name to find out the cases are from which report. Enter terms in Search Within Results to narrow down the results.
Provided in this guide are the basics of looking for International Cases in Lexis Malaysia.

For other searching techniques, please contact your librarian or attend any of the online databases training provided by the library.